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 Pinnacle 2023 

PINNACLE 2023, an in-house academic        
workshop was conducted in school from 17th to 
20th January for classes IV, V and VI. About 120 
students participated in the workshop, where 
teachers conducted a plethora of varied activities 
viz. Lab based science experiments, fun and 
learning activities aiding mental aptitude, maths 
quiz and nature walk. 
The workshop contained 2 MCQ based assessment 
tests initiated by Self Evaluation Test on the 17th 
and closed by Course Evaluation Test on the 20th, 
in which the students exuded confidence and  
positive      competitive spirit.  
The workshop provided a gateway for the young 
learners to express themselves, gain knowledge 
with fun, enriching young minds with futuristic 
learning  

Embrace everything. 

Learn, Stumble, Grow. 

Believe it will happen 

 Becoming success in life requires lots of focus, courage, dedication  and commitment. You know your capability, 
strength and weakness . Keep yourself motivated by prioritizing and establishing a schedule that will help you    
succeed in accomplishing your work more effectively. Be confident and believe in yourself every step of the way. 

Dear Sighanians it’s high time to channel your energy and efforts constructively and give your best in the upcoming 
examinations. 

I wish you all the very best for your exams 

Ms. Sumita Ganguly 

Editor-In-Chief 



REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION  
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Republic Day was celebrated with 
great enthusiasm and patriotic     
fervor at Sir Padampat Singhania 
School, Kota. The celebration       
commenced with the Flag Hoisting 
Ceremony by the Principal,           
Mr. Pravin Kumar followed by the 
resonating tunes of our  National 
Anthem. The students displayed 
their love and  passion for their 
motherland through melodious songs 

 

 

BASANT PANCHAMI 

On the auspicious occasion of Basant 
Panchami, a havan was organised by 
the Principal Mr. Pravin Kumar to 
worship mother Saraswati the       
goddess of learning on the school 
premises. On this occasion tree     
plantation was done by the                
Principal ,teachers and students.  

In an astounding feat Cadet Parth Sanadhya was selected  for Pre RDC 1,2,3,4 
and  was also a part of Flag Area briefing and National Integration Awareness 
Program. He attended eight camps to qualify himself for the prestigious Republic 
Day Camp,2023 after a tough competition where 110 cadets were selected out 
of  65000 cadets for the RDC camp. The opening ceremony of the Republic Day 
Camp started on 1st Jan, 2023. He  represented Rajasthan in the cultural event. 
He got the opportunity to  attend the first V.I.P visit  of Mr. Arvind Kejriwal. He 
attended several VIP visits including Chiefs of Three Forces, Defence Minister, Vice 
President and Prime Minister and was given the privilege to attend  dinner party 
at Prime Minister's residence on 24th Jan. Republic Day Camp  concluded on 30th 
Jan. which was followed by  Governor's Appreciation Ceremony at Jaipur. 

NCC 

and thrilling dances.  

The Drama Troupe Staged a 
thoughtful play highlighting the              
significance of the constitution of our 
country.  
Two students Ishika Singhvi and 
Anvya expressed their views on this 
special day through their speech. 
The programme culminated with 
the inspiring words of Principal,    
Mr. Pravin Kumar, followed by the 
School Song.  
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PROUD MOMENTS 
NATIONAL SCIENCE DRAMA FESTIVAL 2022-23 

Sequencing its victory at the Regional Level the SPSS Drama Troupe represented the West   
Region at National Level in National Science Drama Festival organised by  the Ministry of    
Culture, Govt. of India held at Bengaluru. The team staged the play 'Manav aur Vigyan'   
scripted and directed by Mr. Rajesh Sharma (Faculty Dramatics). The team was highly          
appreciated for script, direction, concept, acting skills and was awarded  a gift card of Rs.10000 
along with trophies and certificates. 

Ingenious Innovation of Prabhnoor Singh accredited at THE INSPIRE AWARDS-MANAK (State Level) 
An original creative idea of  Brain Operated Pen  innovated by Prabhnoor Singh of Class 8D got      
selected at the District Level where Prabhnoor received a cash amount of Rs.10,000. The next level of 
the competition was held on 19th Jan,2023 in which Prabhnoor’s idea was selected for the State Level 
and received a cash prize of Rs.25,000. 

Singhanians  never dream about success, they work for it. Two of the budding innovators of SPSS galaxy        
participated in The National Children's Science Congress, a program that prompts children to ponder  
upon some significant societal problems and try to solve them using some scientific process. It is a proud 
moment for Sir Padampat Singhania School as the indigenous innovative idea of Third Eye for the Blinds 
designed  by Ujjwal Pratap Singh (Group Leader) and Shivansh Jain (Co-worker) got selected for a  
presentation for the National  Level under the able guidance of the mentors from the Dept. Of Science. 

Achievement Galore Two shining scholars of the SPSS galaxy Adarsh Parashar and Aman Tyagi 
have paved their path to success by qualifying the for prestigious CLAT 2023. 

PEDAL TO THE MEDAL 

Every Champion was once a contender who refused to give up”.* The aforesaid stands true for our 
Singhanian,  Avishka of Class 1 has bagged the first runner up position in 8 years Girls Category at the  
coveted KOTA JUNIOR CYCLOTHON. The school hereby congratulates her remarkable zeal and wishes 
her many more accolades in the future. 

Aahil Ali of grade VII  a promising scientist of SPSS galaxy brought laurels to the institution as his 
innovative original idea of an Inbuilt Fuel Protection Device was selected under National Inspire 
Award Scheme 20223 the prestigious program is conducted by the government of India,       
department of Science and Technology. 
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